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2016-17 Amazon Fishing Season Projected to be ENSO (El Nino/La Nina) Neutral
El Niño event
dramatically lowered water levels in many of our northern Amazon basin fisheries;
some below anything we’ve ever seen! At the same time, some of
our southern basin fisheries were higher than usual. Recent changes
in equatorial Pacific Ocean conditions, however, point to a neutral
ENSO prediction for next season. See page 2 for more info.

.... Summer Notes ....
New Photo Gallery - Anglers take
photos—to remember their experience and to share it with others.
We’ve helped a bit in the past by publishing some of your trophy shots in
our newsletter, but now we’re taking it
to the next level. All Acute Angling
clients will now have access to their
own Acute Angling Photo Gallery
account, where they can share their
images with their choice of people they
invite, or make them available to the
fishing public in general. Show the
world your trophies, or your artistic
impressions … but most of all, share
your fishing mojo!
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Our Amazon Fisheries are Zika Free - The heavily tannin
-stained blackwater systems that we fish are so acidic that
they do not support mosquito reproduction. Not only are our
waters mosquito free, but the Aedes mosquito, carrier of the
Zika virus, is not a native of our fishing region. Find the
complete facts about Zika and our fisheries on page 3.

We love to fish, so, for us, this time of year
can truly be called the “dog days of summer”
because, well, we aren’t fishing yet! Although
the rains have diminished in Amazonia, water
levels are still too high. But we’re using this
time to plan and prepare
for our upcoming season
Jim Hicks of
and that, in its own way,
Williston, ND
is kind of exciting too.
with a fine
We’re excited about
example of
what’s on tap for this
our favorite
season. We’ve made lots
fish.
of improvements and
added new features (read
about it throughout this
issue) - but we’ve made
sure to preserve the details, and services that
make us the best value
in Amazon fishing.
The Blackwater
Explorer yacht - Brand
new equipment, new
generators, new outboards and new rods and
reels. Everything is
ready for another season
of the most productive
and most comfortable of
all Amazon fishing trips.
Fly-in Floating Bungalows - Our highly
mobile small-water operation will be visiting
two completely new and exclusive areas this
season. We expect to find productive and untouched waters holding trophy-sized peacock
bass that have never before seen a lure.

Multi-Species Variety Trip - The Rio Travessão
is the ultimate destination for Amazon exotics. In the
past, however, it was not for everyone. Its remote and
inaccessible location dictated that we used a simple,
safari-style camp, appealing to only the most adventurous anglers. But all that‘s
changed with the completion
of our new, air-conditioned
lodge on Picapau Island. The
new facility makes this trip
accessible to everyone. Private bathrooms, en-suite
showers, individual airconditioners and comfortable
beds make “roughing it” a
thing of the past! We’ve
even moved our safari camp
upriver to offer a satellite
location for the adventurous
few. While the accommodations have changed, the fishing remains as pristine and
Check out
exciting as it has ever been.
our new vidAll Acute Angling tr ips,
eo about this
are
true turn-key packages.
awesome
Once you reserve a trip, we
fishing trip.
guide all aspects of your
Click here
preparations. And once you
arrive in Brazil, we’ll take
you by the hand and hold it until it’s time to return
home. You’ll arrive in the fishery by charter flight.
All food, drink, open bar, boats, guides, rods and reels
are provided as part of our complete program.
Join us and exper ience the tr ue myster y of the
Amazon. See page 7 for availability on all three of our
operations in pursuit of the fierce fishes of Brazil.
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What is ENSO? - The initials stand for the “ El Niño–Southern
Oscillation”. El Niño refers to the periodic warming of the eastern
equatorial Pacific Ocean that brings sea surface temperatures above
average. Due to its ability to change global atmospheric circulation,
ENSO is one of the most important climate phenomena on Earth.
These changes lead to a variety of global effects, including a warmer
than normal winter for much of the United States and above normal
precipitation for the U.S. southern tier. For Amazon anglers, however, it’s all about water levels and conditions in our fisheries.
The ENSO phenomenon has three states;
1. El Niño: War ming of the ocean sur face in the easter n tr opical
Pacific Ocean. Low-level surface winds, normally blowing from east
to west (“easterly winds”) weaken or start blowing the other direction. This phase typically means reduced rainfall in the Amazon—
i.e.; lower dry season water levels.
2. La Niña: A cooling of the ocean sur face in the easter n tr opical
Pacific Ocean. The normal easterly winds along the equator become
even stronger. This phase typically means increased rainfall in the
Amazon—i.e.; higher dry season water levels.
3. Neutral: Neither El Niño or La Niña. Tropical Pacific surface
temperatures are close to average. This phase typically means normal rainfall in the Amazon—i.e.; more predictable water levels.
Because of its global effects, ENSO is car efully monitor ed by
government agencies. We have just experienced one of the strongest
El Niño events on record, dubbed the “Godzilla” El Niño of 20152016 by a NASA climatologist. And it had a “monster” effect on
Amazon water levels; dramatically lowering water levels in many of
our northern Amazon basin fisheries, yet leaving some of our southern fisheries higher than usual. These conditions are now changing.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) projects this El Niño to weaken and transition to neutral
conditions by late spring or early summer 2016, reporting;
A majority of models indicate a transition to ENSO-neutral by
May-June-July (MJJ) 2016.
The dynamical model average indicates La Niña by June-July
-August (JJA) while the statistical models predict ENSOneutral through early 2017

From:http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
products/analysis_monitoring/lanina/
enso_evolution-status-fcsts-web.pdf

El Niño develops about every 2 to 6 years and usually lasts
one year, sometimes two. A classic El Niño event will intensify during the northern fall, peak in the winter (encompassing our Amazon
fishing season) and decrease in the spring. La Niña events behave
the same way. When you look across many years, you’ll find El Niño in place about 25% of the time, La Niña about 25% and “neutral”

conditions the other 50% of the time.
Although sea surface temperatures in the easter n tr opical
Pacific have been on par with the strongest El Niño events on record, these temperatures peaked in November 2015 and have slowly
declined toward average or neutral. Acute Angling closely follows
NOAA’s reports. Knowing what to expect helps a knowledgeable,
mobile Amazon fishing operation deal with ENSO effects in our
fisheries and on our macro-scale movement plans. Here is the latest
NOAA information at the time of this writing.
Weekly NOAA Update (May 30, 2016): “The sea surface temperature reading taken within the Niño 3.4 region near the equator
was at 0.1°C below average last week, a substantial drop from 0.2°C
above average during the prior two weeks. The latest reading is well
below the official threshold that defines an El Niño event (0.5° above
average) and is the first below-average reading since the week of
July 30, 2014. El Niño conditions are not expected to return, El Niño
conditions are likely to transition to neutral conditions (neither El Niño
nor La Niña) during late spring and early summer 2016. The chance
of La Niña conditions will increase to about 65-70% by autumn”.

Long range predictions are not perfect and, of cour se, no
one controls the weather, but the trend is extremely encouraging
for our upcoming season. We like “normal”. It makes for predictable conditions, easier planning and an overall assurance of great
fishing. That’s what we’re all about and what we strive for.

From:http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/lanina/enso_evolution-status-fcsts-

Acute Angling operates in the wor ld’s largest wilderness and
depends on appropriate water levels to succeed. Unlike most fishing operations, we are not tied to a single place or a single route.
We move 1200 miles each season from north to south on a macroscale and as much as 300 miles in a week (on a micro-scale) to
ensure access to optimal conditions. Over the last two decades, we
have carefully studied Cichla temensis’ (the giant peacock bass)
physiological and behavioral responses to the cyclical changes in
its environment. We’ve learned how to utilize relative gradients,
flood pulse events and the geography of our fisheries. We are the
most knowledgeable operators in the Amazon. While we are dedicated to providing a polished, comfortable and secure travel experience, we are focused on productive fishing. This is what separates
us from the rest. Understanding these large scale climatological
phenomena simply helps to further ensure that we are in the right
place at the right time and that your fishing trip is the best it can be.
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Zika—The Real Facts
Here are the 5 most important
facts for anglers as they pertain
to their Amazon Fishing Trips!

cording to CDC, most people infected with Zika will never notice symptoms. Approximately 1 in 5 will develop symptoms including; sudden
fever with rash; joint, and body pain; headache; and conjunctivitis.
Symptoms are usually mild and last from several days to a week.
♦ Fifth, as in the U.S., Brazil is taking aggressive action to halt the
spread of Zika. As of this wr iting, effective mosquito contr ol methods are being deployed throughout Brazil (and the U.S.) in an effort to
contain the Zika virus. The U.S. has a significant population of Aedes
mosquitos and is a potential site for the spread of the disease, so, just as
in Brazil, federal, state and local governments are instituting aggressive
mosquito control programs. These actions will certainly diminish the
chances of Zika arriving in either our Amazon fisheries or the continental U.S. (it is already present in the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico). The
map below shows the natural range of Aedes mosquitos in the U.S.

♦ First of all, the waters we fish are essentially mosquito free.
The fisheries that contain giant peacock bass and our other exotic
aquatic targets are all “Blackwater” systems. The very low pH
inherent in these waters (highly acidic - typically ranging from 3.5
to 5.5) inhibits successful reproduction and development of aquatic mosquito larva. Blackwater does not harbor mosquitos!
♦ Secondly, the mosquito species that transmit Zika are not
native to the waters we fish. One of the few facts that ar e
clearly known and agreed upon by researchers, doctors and even
the news media is that Zika is transmitted via Aedes mosquitos
(specifically A edes A egyptus and possibly A . albopictus). Thus:
Where no Aedes mosquitos are present → there is no Zika. Aedes Aegyptus, the Zika vector, is absent from our fisheries!
♦ Third, the Zika virus is not present in the regions we fish.
Zika has not been encountered everywhere in Brazil - Brazil is as
large as the U.S. and its Zika cases are concentrated in the Northeastern and coastal regions of the country and in cities. Just as a
comparable mosquito transmitted disease, West Nile Virus, is present in the U.S., it is not found everywhere. An effective way to
illustrate the prevalence of Zika is by its correlation to the number
of cases of microcephaly reported. The map below shows the dis- ♦ In conclusion, the Zika virus should not scare travelers to the
Amazon into staying home. Fr ankly, the likelihood of encounter ing
tribution of microcephaly cases throughout Brazil. Our fisheries
Zika on an Acute Angling trip may be lower than the odds of it eventuare a very long way from the areas most strongly affected.
ally being contracted in the U.S. As per an earlier update from the AnMap of Brazil with
gling Report, with input from Global Rescue, fishermen shouldn't decide
confirmed and underagainst a trip to South America before knowing the facts.
investigation cases of
microcephaly/100,000.
It is not our intent to make blanket statements in this article that
Difference in rate
between NE Brazil and
cannot be fully supported or may have exceptions, or whose facts could
the rest of the country
State of Amazonas
X2=5980, P~0.
change in the future. So, keep in mind these important considerations;
Fishery

Regions fished by
Acute Angling

Data from http://por talsaude.saude.gov.br /index.php/cidadao/pr incipal/agenciasaude/22145-ministerio-da-saude-investiga-3-852-casos-suspeitos-de-microcefalia-no-pais

♦ Fourth, even if it were present where we fish, Zika does not
pose a significant health risk to the majority of our anglers.
The terrible effect of infant microcephaly is only a danger to unborn children. Thus, pregnant women (and perhaps their husbands) are the only group for whom Zika is a real concern. Ac-

- Although mosquitos are absent from our fisheries, and it is highly unlikely that
you will ever encounter any on our trips, non-Zika mosquitos (mostly Anopheles
and Culex) can be found in the neighboring forests and near human habitation.
- It is impossible to say that Zika could not spread from its current locales. Aedes mosquitos can be carried anywhere by aircraft and vehicles. It is possible
they could come to thrive in non-native areas. Of course, people travel as well
and can bring the disease with them wherever they go. Aedes and Zika are both
present in the city of Manaus and a case of microcephaly has recently been
reported there.
- There are questions as to the relationship between Zika and other conditions.
Microcephaly occurs in areas that do not have Zika and both microcephaly and
Zika can be misdiagnosed. As with several other viral mosquito-borne diseases,
a link has also been suggested between Zika and Guillain-Barré syndrome.

References;
U.S. Center for Disease control - http://www.cdc.gov/zika/
U.N. World Health Organization - http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/zika/en/
Brazil Ministry of Health - http://www.saude.ce.gov.br/index.php/notas-tecnicas?
download=2273%3Aprotocolo-de-vigilancia-e-resposta-a-ocorrencia-de-microcefaliarelacionada-a-infeccao-pelo-virus-zika-ms
CARVALHO, R. G., LOURENCO-DE-OLIVEIRA, R, Updating geographical distribution and frequency of Aedes albopictus in Brazil. Mem. Inst. Oswaldo Cruz. 2014, vol.109
The Angling Report - ONLINE EXTRA E-BULLETIN - www.anglingreport.com - February 2016, with an update on the Zika virus.
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Catching a powerful peacock bass, pugnacious payar a or
massive Amazon catfish is incredibly exciting, no matter how you
approach it. So, imagine the intensity of experiencing this ultimate
level of freshwater fishing up close and personal from a kayak! It
is, simply put, the ultimate combination of primeval wilderness
paddle-sport with exotic species angling. For the first time ever,
during our 2016 / 2017 fishing season, Acute Angling will offer
kayak fishing, exclusively for its Amazon fishing trip clients.
Our floating bungalow camp gives angler s an oppor tunity
to get away from the crowds, so that’s where we’ll start. Anglers
can paddle their way down calm lowlands rivers and fish in placid

Andy Sabin,
East Hampton,
NY

lagoons and backwaters. Here’s where the peacefulness ends,
however. Once you hook up with a big, psychotic peacock bass,
you’ll understand why kayak fishing is more like hand-to-hand
combat than anything you’ll experience on a bass boat.
The beautiful Rio Travessao offer s kayaker s a combination of a challenging, rapids-laced, waterway with extreme multi-species fishing opportunities. There has never been a kayak
fishing trip like this! If adventure travel is your idea of a good
time, then this is the ultimate in adventure travel!
Kayak fishing must be arranged in advance of any regularly
scheduled trip. Please call 908 832-2987 for more information.

Ron Richardson,
Harrison, AR

David
Speaker, The
Woodlands,
TX

Will Gungoll,
Enid, OK

David Jones
Smyrna, GA

Rick
McGuirt,
Charlotte,
NC

Gary Delair,
Lee, MA

Al Canino,
Hasbrouck
Heights, NJ
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Featured trips—2016
Ever catch a violent, top-waterblasting, fifteen pound SARDINE?
Probably not, unless you’ve explored the Amazon. Nowher e
else can you find exotic creatures like this. Called “apapa” or Amazon Pellona, it’s a hard species to dependably find. In our years
of exploring the
basin, we’ve encountered it from
time to time, but
never predictably
or consistently.
Now, we’ve
found a fishery
that holds them in
good numbers and
with world record
size possibilities.
We visited here
last season and in

Occassionally anglers must cancel their tr ip, leaving space
available for others. In this unusual case, the vacancies are hard-to
-get spaces in our most popular and most rapidly filled fishery.
Why is this trip so special? It’s in a remote, closed Indian reservation, untouched by anglers or commercial fishermen. It’s floatplane only access … and, the limited group size means all anglers
have a private cabin on the beautiful Blackwater Explorer yacht.
Why is this place so special? Acute Angling is committed to
delivering a fishing experience that lives up to expectations, so
we’re careful to
#
Leaves Manaus
Returns
Availability
accurately describe our trips
AI3
Sept. 12, 2016
Sept. 19
- 5 openings and fisheries.
Lago
We bluntly
identify the
Tacquia
Igapo Aҫu region as a numbers fishery.
It’s nice to be
able to “underBlackwater promise” and
Explorer
“over-deliver”
Igapo Açu and this fishery
does just that.
Fishery
Just look at last

three short days caught
Departs Manaus Returns Price Availability
#
lots of wild, aerial apapa,
AE2 Sept. 11th, 2016 Sept. 18 $3250
1 opening
plenty of pugnacious peacock bass and hefty Ama- AE3 Sept. 18th, 2016 Sept. 25 $3250 4 openings
zon catfish. I’ve always
AE4 Sept. 25th, 2016
Oct. 2
$3250
1 opening
promised that if we ever
found such a place, we’d run trips there, and so we will. We’ve scheduled 4 weeks here in a true exploratory format to determine what else
this fishery has to offer. It’s rumored to hold tambaqui and sorubim in its
lowlands regions, while the rapids at its headwaters may hold even more
variety. As in all exploratories, you never know what might be around
the next bend in the river. We want you to help us find out, so we’re offering this trip for about 1/2 of what our exploratory trips usually cost.
Want even more for your $3250! Enjoy the comfor t, convenience
and security of our mobile floating bungalows; a refined trip mechanism
that normally sells for $4950! Enjoy excellent meals, private bathrooms
and air-conditioning, usually available only on our regularly scheduled
trips. Experience the exclusivity of floatplane access and the excitement
of casting to virgin waters with the Amazon’s foremost fishing experts.
Only 6 spaces remain for this unique exploration … Call now!

season’s results.
Not just incredible numHow does 16,000
bers - the Igapo Acu can
peacock bass
yield big trophy peacock
caught in 5 weeks
bass like this 21 pound
by just 47 anglers
beauty caught by Joe
sound? That’s an
Crane of Bay City, TX.
average of 348 fish
per angler/week!
And how about
263 fish in the trophy class for an
average of 5 trophies per angler/
week? Although
fish here tend to
top out at just over
20 lbs, nowhere
else can anglers
encounter such an overall embarrassment of riches ... both ridiculous
quantity and superb quality The Igapo Aҫu is a fantastic destination for
both conventional tackle and fly anglers as well. Space is always limited
here and usually fills two years in advance. If you’ve been itching to fish
this fall and this unusual opportunity sounds like the trip for you, call now
to reserve your space, because otherwise you might have to wait until
2018. 2017 is already almost entirely full! Call now for special pricing.
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Amaz0n Tidbits - News from the RIVER
The Amazon generates an amazing amount of rumor and
gossip. This column appears in an effort to report actual
news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.
Thank you to our generous anglers - As our last season came
to a close, a terrible accident claimed the life of Reginaldo
Magalhães, the Blackwater Explorer’s team captain. In an effort
to ensure that his orphaned daughter, Rayane, is not forgotten,
Acute Angling opened a trust fund to ensure that she will have
the opportunity for a college education. As a result of the generous contributions made by our clients, our staff and our company, the fund has already reached 25% of its goal and continues
to grow. We can’t thank you enough for your generosity.
How to take a Fish Photo - Fishing in the Amazon is an extremely photogenic activity. The scenery is awesome, the culture and people are enchanting and the trophies merit the lifetime memories a good photo can ensure. So, make your trophy
shot a good one! You hold the fish (not the guide). Hold it in
front of you, showing its side. Don’t cover your face. Keep the
sun at the photographers back. Bring the camera close. Smile!

After several years in the making, IGFA r ecently announced its newest record category: All-Tackle Length. What
makes this different from any of IGFA’s other categories, is
that this category will award records for the longest fish, not
the heaviest. More importantly, this is an absolutely 100% release category where fish must be returned to the water alive and
unharmed. Although IGFA
does not require that fish be
killed for its traditional
weight records, they do require that fish be transported
and weighed on land. In this
new category, fish need not
be transported, merely
quickly measured. Thus,
the likelihood of a safe release for the fish is dramatically
greater. We like returning our trophies to the water to breed
and proliferate and fight again another day, so Acute Angling
has embraced this mechanism.
Accordingly, we’ve equipped all of our Amazon fishing
operations to enable anglers to report and confirm records in
this new category. As the name implies, anglers may use fly
or conventional tackle up to 130 lbs., with the typical provisions and regulations of traditional All-Tackle records. However, instead of weights registered on certified scales, this
category will utilize standardized measurements.
All fish that are entered for All-Tackle length records
must be measured on an official IGFA Measuring Device.
These devices will be present on every one of our fishing
boats. Each of our guides is equipped and trained to make
measurements and help anglers fill out the recording forms.
Although initially, only a subset of IGFA record species were
eligible for the All-Tackle Length category, more are being

New Safety and Communications Features - After years of experimenting with various (ineffective!) means of communicating
(VHF radio, walkie-talkies, Single Side band) between our individual fishing boats and their home base (our yacht, camp or lodge)
we’ve finally found something that actually works. Or, perhaps a
better way to put it; technology has finally evolved to where dependable tracking and emergency communications are possible in
an aquatic jungle environment with no line-of-sight requirement.
We are now equipping all of our fishing boats with satellite messaging and GPS recording devices. We’ll know where you are and
what your status is all the time. If an emergency should ever arise,
we’ll be ready to handle it immediately. Newly installed marine
running lights will make it easy to find you any time, day or night.
2017 Exploratory in the planning stages - We look for exciting
new fisheries nearly every season. This season, we’re using our
comfortable, air-conditioned, floating bungalows to explore a region that gives us access to several species we can’t find dependably elsewhere (see page 5). Right now, we’re arranging permits to
explore an altogether new, early season trophy peacock bass fishery
in September of 2017. Call us for early details and reservations

constantly added. As is the case with traditional IGFA All-Tackle records,
fish must be considered “trophy sized” to fill a vacant record. IGFA defines
trophy sized as the upper 50% of the fish’s maximum length and minimum
lengths have been assigned to individual species.
One of the great things about Amazon
fishing is that ever y cast you make, you
may have a chance to catch a world record. So whether you are in pursuit of a record, or just stumble upon one by accident, it
is always best to be prepared. We’ll make
sure we have the pieces in place. Here are a
few things you might want to know as well;
Bring a camera! It would be heresy to visit
a place as photogenic as the Amazon and
not take pictures. Besides, IGFA requires
that photos be submitted with each world
record application. It is best to use a digital
camera or phone with at least 3 megapixel
resolution. Five photographs, containing the following are required to be
submitted with all applications.
1. A photograph of the angler with the catch. Just as in our requirement for
newsletter photos, make sure that your face is visible and that you are holding or helping hold the catch.
2. A photograph showing the full length of the fish. For length records, one
photo must clearly show the full length of the fish and position of the mouth
and tail on the measuring device,
3. Two close up photos should be taken, one showing a close up of the position of the mouth and another showing the tail on the measuring device.
4. A photograph of the rod and reel used.

Since the IGFA length record category is relatively new, there are great
opportunities for catching fish that would qualify. Even greater, regarding
these world records, is that all of the applicable fish can be released alive!
Anglers that qualify for an All-Tackle Length record will receive a
record certificate and award letter signed by IGFA President, Rob Kramer.
In addition, Acute Angling will be pleased to feature your accomplishment
in our quarterly newsletter and on our website.

2016—2018 Trip availability
Acute angling’s
Brazilian Amaz0n

*Note - Available spaces
are shown as of 7/25/2016

Dates not listed are full.

Blackwater Explorer - peacock bass trips
$4250 - Double Occupancy
- Single Occupancy
2016 - 2018 schedule &$4750
Availability
$4250 - Double Occupancy
Leaves Manaus

Returns

$4750 - Private Cabin
Price

#
2016

Availability

Remaining Available Spaces for this Upcoming Season

AI3
2016

Fall 2016 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces
Sept. 12, 2016

Sept. 19

- 5 openings -

$5250

Fall 2016 Season - Rio Negro Basin - Available Spaces

AN1

Oct. 14, 2016

Oct. 21

$4250

- 2 openings -

AN3

Oct. 28, 2016

Nov. 4

$4250

- 5 openings -

Nov. 25, 2016

Dec. 2

$4250

- 8 openings -

AN8

Dec. 2, 2016

Dec. 9

$4250

- 1 opening -

AN9

Dec. 9, 2016

Dec. 16

$4250

- 7 openings -

AN10

Dec. 16, 2016

Dec. 23

$4250

- open -

AN11

Dec. 23, 2016

Dec. 30

$4250

- 7 openings -

2017

Winter 2017 Season - Rio Negro Basin - Available Spaces

AN13

Jan. 7, 2017

Returns

Price

Availability

Fall 2016 / Winter 2017 Season - Variety Trip Schedule

AT3

Nov. 16th, 2016

Nov 23

$5250

- 4 openings -

AT4

Nov. 23rd, 2016

Nov 30

$5250

- 2 openings -

AT4

Dec. 14th, 2016

Dec. 21

$5250

- 3 openings -

AT8

Dec. 21st, 2016

Dec. 28

$5250

- open -

AT9

Dec. 28th, 2016

Jan. 4, 2017

$5250

- 2 openings -

AT14

Feb. 1st, 2017

Feb. 8

$5250

- 1 opening -

AT16

Feb. 15th, 2017

Feb. 22

$5250

- 2 openings -

2017

Fall 2017 / Winter 2018 Season - Variety Trip Schedule
Nov. 9th, 2017

Nov 16

$5250

- 6 openings -

BT3

Nov. 16th, 2017

Nov. 23

$5250

- open -

BT4

Nov. 23rd, 2017

Nov 30

$5250

- 6 openings -

BT7

Dec. 14th, 2017

Dec. 21

$5250

- open -

- 2 openings -

BT9

Dec. 28th, 2017

Jan. 4, 2018

$5250

7 openings -

- open -

BT12

Jan. 18th, 2018

Jan. 25

$5250

- 4 openings -

Remaining Available Spaces for the Following (2017/18) Season

BT13

Jan. 25th, 2018

Feb. 1

$5250

- 6 openings -

2017

BT14

Feb. 1st, 2018

Feb. 8

$5250

- open -

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

AN20

Feb. 24, 2017

Jan 13, 2017
March 3, 2017

$4250
$4250

Fall 2017 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces

BI1

Aug. 28, 2017

Sept. 4

$5250

- open -

BI4

Sept. 19, 2017

Sept. 26

$5250

- 5 openings -

BI6

Oct. 3, 2017

Oct. 10

$5250

- 4 openings -

2017

Nov. 3

$4250

- 8 openings -

BN5

Nov. 10, 2017

Nov. 17

$4250

- open -

BN7

Nov. 24, 2017

Dec. 1

$4250

- open -

BN8

Dec. 1, 2017

Dec. 8

$4250

- open -

BN9

Dec. 8, 2017

Dec. 15

$4250

- open -

BN10

Dec. 15, 2017

Dec. 22

$4250

- open -

BN11

Dec. 22, 2016

Dec. 29

$4250

- 9 openings -

BN12

Dec. 29, 2017

Jan. 5, 2018

$4250

- open -

BN13

Jan. 5, 2018

Jan. 12

$4250

- 12 openings -

BN14

Jan. 12, 2018

Jan. 19

$4250

- open -

BN15

Jan. 19, 2018

Jan. 26

$4250

- open -

BN16

Jan. 26, 2018

Feb. 2

$4250

- open -

BN19

Feb. 16, 2018

Feb. 23

$4250

- 12 openings -

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!

Oct. 31, 2016

2017

Nov. 7

$4950

- 4 openings -

Fall 2017 Availability

BF2

Oct. 16, 2017

Oct. 23

$4950

- open -

BF3

Oct. 23, 2017

Oct. 30

$4950

- open -

BF4

Oct. 30, 2017

Nov. 6

$4950

- open -

Fly-in Floating Bungalows - september 2016

economy exploratory #

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

AE2

Sept. 11th, 2016

Sept. 18

$3250

- 1 opening -

AE3

Sept. 18th, 2016

Sept. 25

$3250

- 4 openings -

AE4

Sept. 25th, 2016

Oct. 2

$3250

- 1 opening -

2016

Winter 2018 Season - Early Available Spaces

AF4

Remaining Fall 2016 Availability

2017

Oct. 27, 2017

2017 / 2018 Fishing Season

BN3

2018

2016

Fall 2017 Season - Rio Negro Basin - Available Spaces

2016

BT2

2017 / 2018 Season

AN7

2016 / 2017 Fishing Season

2016

Departs Manaus

2016 / 2017 Season

#

-

Please Note - Peacock bass and exotic Amazon species fishing is controlled by ambient conditions. In order to ensure a quality experience and productive fishing for our clients, projected river and date combinations are always subject to change due to several factors;
access to the fishery named, changing weather conditions and optimal water levels. Although the mobility of our operations makes this is a very rare occurrence, if factors prevent
the use of a planned region or fishery on specified dates, an alternative fishery may be used
or alternative dates and/or rainchecks may be offered.

Toll-free - Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987

Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668
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